Site-Selective Modification of Cellulose Nanocrystals with Isophorone Diisocyanate and Formation of Polyurethane-CNC Composites
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ABSTRACT: The unequal reactivity of the two isocyanate groups in an isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI) monomer was exploited to yield modified cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) with both urethane and isocyanate functionality. The chemical functionality of the modified CNCs was verified with ATR-FTIR analysis and elemental analysis. The selectivity for the secondary isocyanate group using dibutyl tin dilaurate (DBTDL) as the reaction catalyst was confirmed with 13C NMR. The modified CNCs showed improvements in the onset of thermal degradation by 35 °C compared to the unmodified CNCs. Polyurethane composites based on IPDI and a trifunctional polyether alcohol were synthesized using unmodified (um-CNC) and modified CNCs (m-CNC). The degree of nanoparticle dispersion was qualitatively assessed with polarized optical microscopy. It was found that the modification step facilitated superior nanoparticle dispersion compared to the um-CNCs, which resulted in increases in the tensile strength and work of fracture of over 200% compared to the neat matrix without degradation of elongation at break.
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INTRODUCTION

Cellulosic materials have enjoyed a rich history in commercial applications such as paper, textiles, ropes, and fibers. The widespread use of cellulose is owed to its ubiquity in nature, being the most abundant biopolymer produced by our planet. In more recent years, cellulosic hierarchical structures have attracted interest in a variety of research fields. By exploiting the selective hydrolysis of the amorphous domains of ordered cellulose, nanometer-sized crystalline fibers can be extracted from a variety of natural and sustainable sources, including plants, tunicates, and bacteria. Such fibers are currently referred to as cellulose nanocrystals, or CNCs. These highly crystalline fibers have gained commercial interest through pilot-scale production facilities in the United States, Canada, and Europe. The current interest and large-scale production owes itself to the many attractive features of CNCs, namely, renewability and availability, high specific strength, lightweight, and hydroxyl surface chemistry. CNCs have found applications in emulsion stability, polymer composites, packaging and food additives, drug delivery, and flame retardants. However, there are some key drawbacks to utilizing this material in other meaningful ways, specifically their comparatively lower thermal stability and hydrophilicity. Therefore, there has been great interest in utilizing their hydroxyl surface chemistry to introduce new functionality to these nanoparticles. There are many examples in literature of cellulose modification routes.
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Figure 1. Illustration of IPDI/CNC reaction with the secondary NCO group on IPDI.

For example, poly[(2-dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate] (PDMAEMA) was grafted onto the CNC surface for the purpose of stabilizing o/w emulsions, and silylation of the −OH surface with N-(β-aminoethyl)-γ-aminopropytrimethoxysilane was used to improve the compatibility of CNCs with an unsaturated polyester resin. The work presented here explored a modification route using hydroxyl/isocyanate chemistry with isophorone disocyanate (IPDI) as the reactive monomer. Similarly, hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI) was used to modify CNCs, and then the modified nanoparticles were incorporated into the segmented thermoplastic polyurethane matrix. The grafted HDI chains linked the CNCs together, for example, chain extension, to form an interconnected network due to the in situ polymerization of the HDI, because both HDI isocyanate groups reacted with cellulose hydroxyl groups. Alternatively, in this work, the proposed modification route did not lead to chain extension of the nanoparticles and offers a unique functionality for CNCs that opens the door for utilizing the isocyanate-modified CNCs in composites with many different polymer matrices.

The polyurethane industry is lucrative and diverse, with reported revenues in 2013 of $25.6 billion and polyurethanes find usage in appliance, automotive, building and construction, electronics, sportswear, and packaging industries. Polyurethanes are often applied as coatings, sealants, adhesives, and foams due to their high toughness and abrasion and chemical resistance. Polyurethanes are also encountered in medical applications due to their biocompatibility, nontoxicity, elasticity, and mechanical properties. The extensive choices available for isocyanates and polyols are responsible for polyurethane’s wide range of properties and applications, where the physical properties of polyurethane are dependent upon the chemical structure of the starting reactants. For example, the material properties of polyurethanes will depend on the extent of cross-linking as well as the chain length of the polyol where a high degree of cross-linking would yield a rigid polyurethane, and long polyol yields flexible polyurethanes. Of course there is a balance between choosing such chemistries for a given application without sacrificing additional mechanical properties. Often engineered nanocomposites are stiffened but not flexible, or flexible but not stiff. For this reason, many types of fillers have been incorporated into polyurethanes to improve their mechanical properties. These fillers include carbon nanotubes, layered silicate clays, and graphite oxide nanolamellae. Interest in the development of biobased polyurethanes utilizing vegetable oils and sugars, suggest that reinforcements such as cellulosic nanoparticles would be better matches with polyurethane. The combination of cellulosic nanoparticles and polyurethane can aid in the development of bio-nanocomposites containing a significant amount of renewable carbon content. However, as mentioned previously, current reports on CNCs in polyurethane film formulations suffered from the undesirable chain extension and agglomeration of the CNCs, which ultimately resulted in a decrease of the tensile strength, strain at break, and work of fracture in the final composites. One example of CNCs successfully used to reinforce polyurethane involved a polyurethane foam formulation. Li et al. reported on CNC/polyurethane foam composites based on a polymeric methylene diisocyanate (MDI) that exhibited enhanced mechanical properties at low nanoparticle loadings. In that study, CNCs improved the tensile and compressive mechanical properties. Specifically, the tensile modulus was improved by 227%, and the compressive strength was improved by 270% compared to the neat foam at 1 wt % CNC. The authors confirmed that CNCs were participating in the cross-linking reaction via the isocyanate groups in MDI and attributed the significant increase in mechanical property to CNCs covalently bonded with the polyurethane foam. Given the diversity of isocyanate chemistries available to polyurethane formulations, it is prudent to investigate alternative isocyanate chemistries with the hydroxyl-decorated CNC surface. The procedure outlined in this manuscript provides a route to produce CNC polymer composites where CNCs are first functionalized with isocyanate prior to their covalent addition to the polymer matrix.

IPDI is part of a class of aliphatic isocyanates used in polyurethane coating applications. Aliphatic isocyanates make up a small percentage of the total isocyanate market, but they are well-known for their high abrasion resistance and resistance to UV degradation. These attributes make these materials attractive for exterior coating applications, such as airplanes. The two most common aliphatic isocyanates are IPDI and HDI. HDI has a linear hydrocarbon backbone with two terminating isocyanate groups on each end. IPDI is an aliphatic ring with one primary and one secondary isocyanate group. In HDI, the two isocyanate groups are of equal reactivity, whereas the isocyanate groups in IPDI are of unequal reactivity. In the IPDI molecule, the secondary isocyanate (the −NCO substituent directly connected to the ring) has a higher reactivity compared to the primary group (the −CH₂NCO group), which is attributed to the primary group being more sterically hindered by the neighboring methyl group. Moreover, the selectivity for the secondary isocyanate reaction can be enhanced by using dibutyl tin dilaurate (DBTDL) as the
The reaction proceeded overnight in a dropwise to the stirring IDPI/DBTDL mixture with a separatory nitrogen atmosphere. The DBTL was then added to the IPDI and stored at 4 °C for 30 min. The concentration of CNC in the m-CNC sample, and all composite loadings were based on the weight of CNC only. All polymers were synthesized with a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio of −NCO from IPDI and −OH from triol. The concentration of −NCO groups on the modified CNCs was taken into account by the experimental values given by elemental analysis. The un-CNCs were first mixed with tolune and then sonicated. For both types of CNC composites, the CNC/toluene mixture was magnetically stirred for 10 min and then vacuum oven-dried until there was no mass change, indicating that the toluene had been removed. The CNC/triol mixture was then stirred with DBTDL for a few minutes. IPDI was added to the mixture was allowed to magnetically stir for 30 min. The nanocomposite mixture was then poured onto a hydrophobic glass substrate and casted to the desired thickness with a doctor blade. The polymer was cured at 100 °C in a vacuum oven for 2 h. For comparative purposes, a neat polyurethane polymer film was synthesized. The procedure for producing the neat polymer was identical to the procedure for the composite, except that in the step where the CNC/toluene mixture was added to the triol, here only toluene was added.

**Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy.** The chemical structure of the un-CNCs, m-CNCs, and polymer films was analyzed with ATR-FTIR using an ATR accessory (Bruker Platinum ATR) with a Bruker Vertex 80 V spectrometer. The ATR was equipped with a germanium crystal plate, which had a spectral range of 10 000 to 10 cm−1. The spectra were corrected to subtract the background signals and flatten the baseline. The wavenumber scan range was from 4000 to 600 cm−1 with a resolution of 4 cm−1 and a total of 64 scans. For the un-CNC/m-CNC comparison, the 1060 cm−1 band was chosen as the normalization wavenumber since this absorbance was associated with ether functional groups, which were assumed to not participate in the reaction. Similarly, the composite spectra were normalized by a functional group assumed to not participate in the cross-linking reaction, the 1380 cm−1 peak, which was assigned to the dimethyl group on the C3 carbon of the aliphatic ring in the IPDI monomer.

**Elemental Analysis.** Modified and unmodified CNC samples were sent to ALS Environmental in Tuscon, AZ, for elemental analysis. The samples were analyzed for C, H, O, and N content. The C, H, and N analysis was performed on a PerkinElmer 2400 Series II, and the O analysis was performed on a Leco TruSpec Analyzer. The PerkinElmer instrument was calibrated with acetylene, and the Leco Truspec was calibrated with benzylic acid. Approximately 2 to 5 mg of sample was weighed and then held in the combustion chamber for about 5 min. The oxygen analyzer was held at 1000 °C and the C, H, N analyzer was held at 935 °C. The degree of substitution was calculated based on the nitrogen content.

**Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy.** The selectivity for the primary/secondary isocyanate group using DABCO and DBTDL catalysts was verified with solid-state 13C NMR. Approximately 50 mg of un-CNC and m-CNC was packed into a 24 mm OD MAS rotor. CP-MAS spectra were recorded using a Bruker AV3–400 NMR spectrometer operating at a 1H frequency of 400 MHz. A dual-channel BB-MAS probe was operated at a spinning speed of 10 kHz. Cross-polarization was achieved with a trapezoidal shaped contact pulse for 1H varying in power from 70 to 100% and a length of 2 ms. Repetition delay between scans was 4 s, and at least 12 000 scans were acquired for each sample to measure spectra with an excellent signal-to-noise ratio. The spectra were normalized by the peak positioned at δ = 75 ppm, an absorbance that was attributed to the C2, C3, and C5 carbons in the crystalline cellulose. These groups were assumed to not participate in the reaction.

**Thermogravimetric Analysis.** Thermal stability and changes in degradation patterns associated with the modification step were assessed with thermogravimetric analysis (TGA; TA Instruments TGA Q5000). Samples were heated from room temperature to 600 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min under a flowing nitrogen atmosphere. The onset temperature (T-onset) and temperature at maximum weight loss rate (T-max) were determined with TA Universal Analysis software. The onset temperature of degradation was assessed by TA Universal Analysis software by manually choosing a point before and after the sharp drop in mass loss on the weight loss curve. The temperatures at maximum weight loss were determined for each type of degradation.
RESULTS

CNCs can have dimensions ranging from 50 to 500 nm long and from 3 to 5 nm wide.\(^1\) Given these dimensions, CNCs have aspect ratios ranging from 10 to 167, although the specific values depend on the source and reaction conditions.\(^2\) Wood-based CNCs are reported to have dimensions ranging from 100 to 200 nm in length and 3–5 nm in width.\(^2\) A representative TEM image from the aqueous-based CNC suspension used in this study can be found in the Supporting Information (Figure S1). The rodlike/whisker morphology and the geometric dimensions were consistent with data reported in the literature for CNCs obtained from wood.\(^3\)

To verify the attachment of the IPDI monomer to the CNC surface with pendant isocyanate groups, as illustrated in Figure 1, ATR-FTIR was used to characterize the m-CNCs and um-CNCs. The isocyanate functionality has an isolated and strong absorbance around 2240 cm\(^{-1}\);\(^3,33\) thus, evidence of its presence in any of the samples tested should be obvious. After the m-CNCs were washed with toluene three times, the supernatant of the third centrifuged product was tested. The ATR-FTIR results indicated (Supporting Information, Figure S2) that a negligible amount of isocyanate was remaining from the reaction mixture after the toluene washing; thus, the isocyanate peak observed in the modified particles would be largely due to the presence of isocyanate on the CNC particles. Figure 2 shows the ATR-FTIR spectra for the um-CNC and m-CNC. The um-CNCs showed IR absorbances characteristic of cellulosic functional groups. There were strong absorbances around 3000–3550 cm\(^{-1}\);\(^1,33\) the bands assigned to −OH and −C−O−C vibrations, respectively.\(^1,33\) Changes across all regions of the spectra were observed for the m-CNCs; the most significant changes will be discussed. First, there was an apparent decrease in the −OH peak, which indicated that some of these functional groups were consumed. This decrease in the −OH peak coupled with the appearance of the isocyanate band at 2240 cm\(^{-1}\) gave a strong indication that the CNC surface was successfully modified. Additionally, there were significant increases in the absorbance of the carbonyl bond present in urethane groups at 1500–1750 cm\(^{-1}\).\(^1,3,33\) These results suggested that not only was the CNC surface successfully modified with the IPDI monomer but also only some of the isocyanate groups were attached, thus demonstrating the unequal reactivity of the IPDI. The available isocyanate group from the m-CNC particles may facilitate a route for further CNC modifications and/or a covalent linkage with the polymer matrix.

The degree of substitution (DS) is a parameter used to describe the extent of modification and specifically translates to the number of hydroxyl groups that have been modified per one anhydroglucose unit (AGU). The results of the elemental analysis are given in Table 1, and these data were used to calculate the DS for the modification of CNCs with IPDI.

### Table 1. Elemental Composition of um-CNCs and m-CNCs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>um-CNC</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-CNC</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The unmodified cellulose contained a negligible amount of nitrogen, as expected. The modified CNCs contained 5.23 wt % nitrogen, indicating that the IPDI was present. The DS was determined by considering the theoretical percentage of nitrogen that would be present in the modified CNCs if one IPDI monomer was attached to the three hydroxyl groups available in one AGU, the maximum DS.\(^3,35\) The total molecular weight of such a structure would be 831 g/mol, and the % nitrogen would be 10%. Comparing the theoretical value, 10%, to the measured value of % nitrogen, 5.23%, the DS was ~0.52, which corresponds to 17% of the hydroxyls participating in the reaction. This value reflects the DS for bulk CNC; however, not all of the CNC hydroxyls are expected to react. Typically it is more appropriate to consider a DS for the surface since it is the surface hydroxyls that would participate in the reaction. Therefore, if only the surface hydroxyls of the CNC are considered, the DS would be higher. The DS for the surface is noted by DS\(_{surf}\).

In their review article, Eyler et al. give an equation to calculate the number hydroxyl groups on the CNC surface in moles per gram, a value that is then used in a separate equation to calculate DS\(_{surf}\).\(^1,3\) Using the dimensions of the CNCs used in this work, the CNC crystallographic parameters reported by Wu et al.\(^36\) and the elemental analysis data, the DS\(_{surf}\) was calculated to be 1.4. The DS\(_{surf}\) can be related to DS by the chain ratio parameter, R\(_c\), which is the ratio of exposed cellulose chains to the total number of chains in a CNC.\(^1,3\) Using the calculated value of DS\(_{surf}\) = 1.4, and the calculated R\(_c\) value for the CNCs used in this work, the DS was calculated to be 0.51.
This value was similar to the DS calculated using the elemental analysis data and molecular weight arguments, and was therefore considered appropriate. A more detailed description of the equations used to calculate DS and DS$_{surf}$ can be found in the Supporting Information.

Eyley et al. noted that the maximum theoretical DS$_{surf}$ is 1.5 due to the crystalline structure of CNCs where one C6, C3, and C2 hydroxyl group point out of the face of the crystal for every cellulose repeat unit (2 AGUs).12 Given this information, the DS$_{surf}$ calculated in this work was relatively high. The authors also noted that DS$_{surf} > 1$ was unlikely given the assumed lack of reactivity of the C3 hydroxyl group, and that DS$_{surf} > 1$ would disrupt the crystalline structure of cellulose.14 The integrity of the crystalline structure after modification was qualitatively assessed with $^{13}$C NMR, and it is discussed below.

In addition to characterizing the surface chemistry, the crystallinity of the CNCs was also characterized. There are many ways to determine the crystallinity of CNCs, the most common being the XRD peak height method; however, this method often overestimates the crystallinity.17 Other methods involving XRD include peak deconvolution or an amorphous peak subtraction method, each of which calculate a lower degree of crystallinity compared to the XRD peak height method.37 Although it is a less common technique, $^{13}$C NMR can also be used to determine CNC crystallinity.37,38 The values mentioned here were used for comparing the degree of crystallinity of the um-CNC to the m-CNC products. In the NMR spectra, the C4 peak in the range of $\delta = 93$–$87$ ppm was assigned to the crystalline form of cellulose, and its shoulder peak at $\delta = 86$–$80$ ppm was assigned to the amorphous regions of cellulose.37,38 The crystallinity index, CI, is computed with $^{13}$C NMR by integrating the C4 crystalline peak and dividing that value by the total area of the C4 peak ($\delta = 93$–$80$).37,38 Upon integration of these peaks, it was determined that the CI of um-CNC was 67%, and for both m-CNC products the CI was 66%. Although discrepancies are expected with CI values for CNCs given the variety of experimental techniques, cellulose sources, and CNC extraction methods available, the CI reported here fell within the range of the expected value for CNCs, which is $54$–$88$% crystallinity.39 In any case, these data show that it can be reasonably determined that the modification step did not result in a significant disruption of the CNC crystalline structure as suggested by Eyley et al. Possible explanations of the high DS$_{surf}$ could be due to a lack of understanding of the CNC surface on the atomic scale. For example, the exact nature of the CNC crystal structure is not well-understood, as some researchers have proposed a region in cellulose of intermediate order and mobility compared to the crystalline and amorphous domains.39 If so, such a “para-crystalline” region could accommodate additional IPDI groups and could result in a higher DS$_{surf}$ than expected. Another possibility could be the method in which the CNCs are modified, specifically with significant excess of the IPDI reactant, and with a CNC swelling solvent such as DMSO. When CNCs were modified in dimethylformamide (DMF) with HDI in a 5:1 excess of HDI, the DS was calculated to be 0.45 by elemental analysis, a similar value reported here.14 The discussion presented here is meant to put into perspective the possibilities for the extent of surface coverage in CNC modifications and highlight important considerations of such chemical modifications, specifically, crystallinity. Although the DS$_{surf}$ was higher than expected, it was difficult to say with certainty the extent of modification to the CNC surface given the assumptions of the number of hydroxyl groups on the surface and an incomplete picture of the CNC surface mobility and crystallinity. Therefore, it is perhaps more appropriate to report a range of DS from 0.5 to 1.4. Overall, these data indicated that the IPDI modification of CNCs resulted in good surface coverage without compromising the CNC crystallinity. $^{13}$C NMR analysis also gave insight into the selectivity of two isocyanate catalysts, namely, DBTDL and DABCO. The normalized spectra for the um-CNCs and m-CNCs modified using DBTDL and DABCO catalysts are given in Figure 3. The spectrum for the um-CNC represented a typical solid-state $^{13}$C NMR spectra for crystalline cellulose.34 Major peaks in Figure 3 are labeled according to the corresponding six carbons in one AGU.14,34 Changes to the NMR spectra associated with the IPDI modification were observed. In addition, it was possible to observe differences in the m-CNC spectra depending on the type of catalyst used for the preparation. First, both m-CNC spectra showed new peaks in the $\delta = 160$ to 120 ppm range, and in the $\delta = 50$ to $20$ ppm range when compared to the um-CNCs. Peaks in the $\delta = 50$ to $20$ ppm region were due the hydrocarbons present in the IPDI, specifically, $–CH_3$ from the aliphatic IPDI ring ($\delta = 45.5$ ppm), the tertiary carbon ($\delta = 36.9$ and $\delta = 32.3$ ppm), and the $–CH_3$ groups ($\delta = 28.0$ and $\delta = 23.5$ ppm). The peaks in the $\delta = 160$ to 120 ppm region represented the urethane ($\delta = 158.0$–$156.8$ ppm) and isocyanate ($\delta = 129.2$–$123.4$ ppm) functionality on the CNC particle. All chemical shift values were consistent with previously established values.14,35,40

From solution NMR it is well-known that the primary urethane linkage ($\delta = 157.13$ ppm) has a higher chemical shift than the secondary urethane linkage ($\delta = 155.99$ ppm).29 The observation of distinct peaks for the primary and secondary urethane assignment was less apparent due to the broader lines encountered in solid-state NMR. However, the selectivity of the catalysts can be inferred by the apparent chemical shift of the single urethane peak, which in fact must be a superposition of two broader peaks. The urethane peak was positioned at $\delta = 158$ ppm for the DABCO catalyst and at $\delta = 156.6$ ppm for the DBTDL catalyst. Hence, the DABCO catalyst had a higher affinity for the primary isocyanate reaction site.

Alternatively, two distinct peaks were observed in the solid-state NMR spectra for the assigned isocyanate absorbance.

---

**Figure 3.** $^{13}$C NMR spectra for um-CNCs and m-CNCs catalyzed with DBTDL and DABCO.
From solution NMR, it is known that the primary isocyanate group (δ = 122.22 ppm) has a lower chemical shift compared to the secondary isocyanate site (δ = 122.98 ppm). Similar results were found here when the neat IPDI was tested by solution 13C NMR (Supporting Information, Figure S4). The primary isocyanate was positioned at 121.9 ppm, and the secondary isocyanate was at 123.8 ppm. The secondary peak also showed a stronger absorbance in this spectra, and the ratio of the secondary to primary peak intensity was 1.50. To compare the relative quantities of primary and secondary isocyanates in the solid-state 13C NMR spectra, however, the peak area should be considered. This information was used to infer the selectivity of the two catalysts. First, the CNCs modified using the DABCO catalyst indicated two isocyanate peaks at 125.8 and 129.4 ppm, and the CNCs modified using the DBTDL catalyst indicated isocyanate peaks positioned at 123.5 and 129.2 ppm. On the basis of the values established by solution NMR for the assignment of primary and secondary isocyanate peaks, it was assumed that the peak at ~124 ppm corresponded to the primary isocyanate, and that the peak at ~129 ppm corresponded to the secondary isocyanate. Given the relative area under the curve of the primary and secondary isocyanate peaks, it was apparent that the DABCO catalyst preferentially reacted the primary isocyanate. Specifically, the integrated peak area ratio of the secondary to primary isocyanate was 3.63 for the DABCO catalyst compared to 0.81 for the DBTDL catalyst. 13C NMR suggested that the catalyst choice impacted the selectivity for an –OH cellulose reaction with either primary or secondary isocyanate groups. These results, along with the ATR-FTIR and elemental analysis data, confirmed that the m-CNCs had both isocyanate and urethane functionality.

Another qualitative difference between the two catalysts was revealed by the noticeable differences in intensity after the data was normalized to represent equivalent amounts of unmodified cellulose. The CNCs modified using the DBTDL catalyst showed peaks of higher intensity in the urethane region and in the region representing the aliphatic carbons from the IPDI. This result indicated that the DBTDL catalyst facilitated a higher grafting density of IPDI molecules to the CNC surface when compared to the DABCO catalyst. It was determined that the DBTDL catalyst was more efficient than DABCO for the reaction studied here. Intuitively, this result was not surprising considering that the DABCO catalyst selects for the inherently less reactive isocyanate. Data reported by Speier et al. indicated a similar conclusion with the calculated reaction rate constant for the secondary isocyanate using DBTDL occurring approximately twice as fast as the reaction rate for the primary isocyanate using DABCO. Additionally, the authors reported that the reaction catalyzed by DBTDL reached 100% conversion sooner than the reaction catalyzed by DABCO, with a 2:1 NCO/OH stoichiometry and a temperature of 20 °C.

To compare the thermal degradation behavior of the um-CNCs and m-CNCs, the materials need to be dried in a similar manner prior to TGA experiments since previous results have shown that the degradation behavior was related to the drying method used. After the CNCs were functionalized with IPDI, the particles were washed with toluene to eliminate excess reactants and allowed to dry in a vacuum oven at 80 °C. This, the um-CNCs were also wet with toluene and dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C. When comparing the onset of degradation of freeze-dried um-CNC to the m-CNC particles, there were appreciable changes. These changes are shown in the weight loss curves and derivative weight loss curves given in Figure 4. First, the onset of degradation for the m-CNCs was increased. A similar increase in the onset of degradation was also observed by Tang et al. when wood-based CNCs were chemically modified with PDMAEMA and by Pereda et al. when cotton CNCs and starch nanocrystals (SNC) were physically modified with PEO. Here, the m-CNCs began to degrade at 300 °C, a 35 °C increase compared to the um-CNCs. The um-CNCs also began to lose weight much earlier in the heating process (~35 to 100 °C) than the m-CNCs. This difference was attributed to a small amount (~6 wt %) of water associated with the um-CNC particles. This moisture is likely not present for the modified particles due to the incorporation of organic molecules on the CNC surface. The m-CNCs also contained more char at the end of the run at 600 °C compared to the um-CNCs, 10 ± 1.8 wt % and 2.3 ± 0.6 wt %, respectively. This result also reflected the improved thermal stability of the m-CNC particles.

To gain insight into the events involved in the degradation process, the derivative TGA curve (Figure 4b) was considered. The degradation of the um-CNCs occurred in two major steps, while the degradation of the m-CNCs occurred in three major steps. These steps were identified by the temperature associated with the maximum slope value in the weight loss signal.
appearing as a peak in derivative signal. The first temperature at maximum weight loss rate (T-max 1) for both um-CNC and m-CNC was 280 °C. This peak signified the first degradation event for both particles, although this event was more significant for the um-CNCs. This process was attributed to the decomposition of the negatively charged sulfate ester groups on the CNC surface.\textsuperscript{43,44} The um-CNCs continued to degrade more slowly with another event occurring at ~450 °C. This decomposition was attributed to the slower kinetic degradation of the crystalline interior\textsuperscript{44} and also occurred for both types of particles. The m-CNCs exhibited an additional mode of degradation at 330 °C. This event was characteristic of hard segment polyurethane (−\text{NHCOO}) degradation and has been classified as the decomposition of a urethane group into an isocyanate and alcohol group.\textsuperscript{55} These results provided further evidence of the CNC/urethane functionality and demonstrated the improved thermal degradation behavior as a result of the modification.

A summary of the thermal degradation data for the toluene-treated um-CNC and m-CNCs and freeze-dried um-CNC is given in Table 2. Specifically, values for onset temperature of degradation (T-onset) and temperatures at maximum weight loss for each degradation process (T-max 1, T-max 2, and T-max 3) are shown. The freeze-dried CNCs vacuum oven-dried with toluene had a similar T-onset, T-max 1, and T-max 2 compared to the freeze-dried um-CNCs, indicating that the additional washing and drying preparation steps did not have a significant impact on the degradation behavior of the particles. Therefore, it was concluded that the increase in the onset of degradation observed with the m-CNCs was solely due to the modification step and not the drying method or some combination of the two.

The um-CNC and m-CNC particles were incorporated into a polyurethane elastomer based on IPDI and triol according to the procedure outlined in the Materials and Methods section. The nanoparticle dispersion, polymer chemistry, and mechanical property were assessed with PLM, ATR-FTIR, and tensile testing, respectively. PLM is a useful tool for analyzing CNC dispersions in transparent/amorphous media.\textsuperscript{32,46} The CNC particles will appear polychromatic at certain concentrations if arranged in liquid crystalline domains and as white/bright regions if they are randomly oriented and clustered.\textsuperscript{1,47} The crystalline character of CNCs affords them an optical anisotropy, giving rise to obvious birefringence when viewed under cross polarizers. Conversely, if the PLM analysis yields uninteresting results (a dark image), it can be concluded that the CNCs are well-dispersed at this length scale. Additionally, PLM can give an indication of the homogeneity of CNC dispersion at larger length scales when compared to electron microscopy techniques considering the viewing area offered by each method. While SEM or TEM may allow the user to see a few square nanometers or micrometers of the sample surface, optical microscopy images are on the order of square millimeters and represent a three-dimensional distribution of the CNCs, thus providing a more complete picture of their dispersion. CNCs are also difficult to image with electron microscopes given their low stability in the electron beam, elemental similarity to most polymer matrices, and ~5 nm width. Viewing the um-CNC and m-CNC composites between crossed polarizers gave information about the degree of CNC dispersion achieved in the polyurethane composites, and these images are shown in Figure 5a. These images were qualitatively compared to the neat polyurethane matrix, in which no birefringence was observed, suggesting a completely amorphous material. The um-CNC composite appeared to have CNC aggregates present across a large area of the sample, while the m-CNC composite showed limited birefringence at identical CNC loadings. This result implied that the m-CNCs were dispersed in the polyurethane matrix on the micrometer scale. Similar results were achieved when CNCs were mixed with a waterborne epoxy system and filler–matrix compatibility was enhanced by physical polymer/nanoparticle interactions.\textsuperscript{32} The m-CNCs were likely dispersed more homogeneously in the polyurethane matrix due to increased chemical compatibility.

### Table 2. Thermal Degradation Properties of CNC Particles Prepared by Various Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>particle:</th>
<th>um-CNC</th>
<th>um-CNC</th>
<th>m-CNC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>drying method:</td>
<td>freeze-dry from aqueous</td>
<td>vacuum oven (80 °C) from freeze-dry</td>
<td>vacuum oven (80 °C) from freeze-dry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-onset (°C)</td>
<td>266 ± 3</td>
<td>265 ± 6</td>
<td>300 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-max 1 (°C)</td>
<td>289 ± 0.5</td>
<td>287 ± 1</td>
<td>286 ± 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-max 2 (°C)</td>
<td>454 ± 0.1</td>
<td>433 ± 10</td>
<td>329 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-max 3 (°C)</td>
<td>426 ± 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. (a) PLM images of cellulose nanocrystal-containing polyurethane composites and neat polyurethane. (b) Photographic image of cured polymers.
with the monomeric components and the formation of urethane linkages. The m-CNC composite may have achieved better dispersion due to covalent linkage formation between the triol and the pendant isocyanate group on the m-CNC surface. The dispersion levels attained were likely related to the solvent used as well, toluene. Generally, toluene is a poor solvent for CNCs and was used as the dispersing solvent in both composite formulations, given its compatibility with the m-CNCs and volatility that facilitates film formation from solvent-based processing methods. The dispersion of the um-CNC particles in composites could be improved by using a better solvent for CNCs, like DMSO (Supporting Information, Figure S3).

In addition to displaying a stark contrast in the amount of birefringence observed in the polyurethane composites, the bulk composites also had contrasting optical properties. These differences are highlighted by Figure Sb. The sample containing um-CNCs took on the white color of the FD-CNC powders. Comparing the appearance of the m-CNC composite to the um-CNC composite, it was clear that the modified particles had less of an impact on the bulk optical property of the polyurethane sample. Coupling this observation with the polarized light micrographs, it was concluded that the modified CNCs were well-dispersed in the polyurethane matrix and that the enhanced dispersion was due to the modification step.

To assess the effect that CNCs had on polyurethane chemistry, ATR-FTIR was used to characterize the functional groups present in the composites, and the results are summarized in Figure 6. For all concentrations tested here, there was no evidence of isocyanate absorption at 2240 cm\(^{-1}\), thus indicating within the sensitivity of the measurement that all of the IPDI molecules reacted. The band at 1700 cm\(^{-1}\) represented the urethane linkage (−NHCOCO), and the band at 3330 cm\(^{-1}\) represented the secondary amide (−CONH), which typically absorbs in the 3460−3400 cm\(^{-1}\) range but is lowered in the solid state and with hydrogen bonding. Additional bands in the fingerprint region (1500−600 cm\(^{-1}\)) were similar for all composites and represented a combination of ether, amine, and hydrocarbon bonds. While their identification was not trivial, the CNC loadings used here did not create new bands, and intensities were comparable across all wavenumbers tested here. Therefore, it was assumed that all composites had similar chemistry and similar concentrations of urethane linkages.

The mechanical performance of the composites compared to the neat matrix was assessed with tensile testing. The elongation at break for all samples tested ranged from 160 to 190%, although all measurements fell within the error ranges of each other (Supporting Information, Figure S5b), so no change in this property was observed with CNC addition. The data for tensile strength at break and work of fracture are given in Figure 7, with error bars representing confidence intervals of 95%. As a general trend, the samples containing m-CNC performed better than samples containing um-CNC at the same concentrations. For example, at a 1 wt % concentration, the m-CNC composite had improved tensile strength and work of fracture by 42% compared to the um-CNCs. This trend was more apparent for the 5 wt % samples, with a 163% increase in tensile strength and a 132% increase in the work of fracture for the m-CNC composites. In fact, the 1 wt % m-CNC samples performed better than the 5 wt % um-CNC samples. Therefore, less of the modified material is needed to achieve a similar or improved mechanical performance when compared to the unmodified particles. Most significantly, the 5 wt % m-CNC sample improved the tensile strength by 226%, and the work of fracture by 257% when compared to the neat matrix, a similar level of reinforcement to CNC/polyurethane foams and polyurethane reinforced with nanosilica particles.

Since the elongation at break was similar for all samples tested (Supporting Information, Figure S5), it is possible that one of the mechanisms of reinforcement was due to the stiffening of the matrix by the CNC particles. While the tensile test standard chosen for this study did not allow for quantitative determination of elastic modulus, the initial slope of the stress−strain curves suggested that it was increased with increasing CNC loadings (Supporting Information, Figure S5). This result was expected given that the CNCs were quite rigid compared to the soft polyurethane matrix (\(E_L^{\text{CNC}} \approx 150\ \text{GPa}, E_L^{\text{PUE}} \approx 0.025\ \text{GPa}\)). However, the significant increase in the tensile strength and work of fracture suggested that there was more at work here than stiffening of the matrix. The factors affecting tensile strength and work of fracture include: particle size, particle loading, and the strength of the filler−matrix adhesion. Assuming that for a given concentration of m-CNCs or um-CNCs the effective particle loading and particle size was similar, an increase in the tensile strength would imply good filler−matrix adhesion. The forces behind filler−matrix adhesion can range from physical (electrostatic, mechanical interlocking, van der Waals) to chemical (ionic, metallic, covalent). These results, along with the FTIR and PLM, give evidence for strong m-CNC/polyurethane interactions such as chemical bonding.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The reaction of freeze-dried CNCs with IPDI was optimized to yield modified cellulose particles with a high surface coverage of the difunctional monomer. ATR-FTIR and \(^{13}\)C NMR confirmed that the particles had both isocyanate and urethane functionality and indicated that the DBTDL catalyst selectively reacted the secondary isocyanate. The pendant primary isocyanate group was then used as a route to facilitate covalent bond formation with a polyurethane elastomer, resulting in a significant improvement in the tensile properties at 5 wt % m-CNC compared to the neat matrix. According to the tensile data, the m-CNCs imparted stiffness to the polyurethane matrix
Figure 7. Tensile strength and work of fracture for um- and m-CNC composites and neat polyurethane.
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